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At 2:46 pm on a Friday afternoon on March 11, 2011; a
massive earthquake with a magnitude of 9.0 struck 72km off the
coast of Northern Japan. The 2011 Tohoku Earthquake was the
strongest recorded earthquake to have ever hit Japan and the 4th
most powerful earthquake recorded in the modern world. The
most destructive force was not from the earthquake shaking, but
the tsunami that was recorded to reach up to 38 meters high. The
destruction from this earthquake was catastrophic with 13,744
dead, and 13,145 missing, as of April 20th.
Potentially, more people could have been saved if adequate
tsunami vulnerability assessments were used to educate people
living or working in coastal high tsunami vulnerability zones. Disaster prevention policy should be based on overestimated risk assessments. For this project, I conducted a tsunami vulnerability
assessment of Miyagi prefecture based on the variables: elevation, slope, tsunami direction and
coastal proximity. I also investigated how the Japan Crisis Map twitter were spatially distributed
in Miyagi prefecture.
To analyze the effectiveness of the vulnerability assessment and the crisis map, I analyzed
the distribution of both with actual tsunami damage indicators; remotely-sensed tsunami inundation zones and official municipality casualty reports.
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I conducted the tsunami vulnerability analysis based on the tsunami vulnerability analysis by Sinaga et al. (2011)
with reclassified topographical features,
which included, elevation, slope (%), relation direction to tsunami, and coastal
proximity. The classification of vulnerability for each variable was based off
of Sinaga’s (2011) analysis.
I used the weighted overlay tool to
compile the tsunami vulnerability variables. I based my weighting scheme
loosely with Sinaga (2011), but I tried
multiple different weighting schemes to
get a vulnerability assessment that indicated a similar distribution as the actual
tsunami damage.
I also analyzed how closely my vulnerability assessment overlapped with
the actual tsunami inundation zone and
determined how many people might be
at risk using census population data.

Assessment

Tsunami Damage in Miyagi, Japan
What is Crisis Mapping?
Crisis Mapping is the practice of live mapping a crisis situation to allow local and international aid efforts to gather real time information about the crisis damage situation
and the local needs to better allocate relief efforts.
The Japan crisis map (http://www.sinsai.info/ushahidi/) was initiated by Fletcher
Students immediately after the earthquake and compiled twitter reports on the ground
using the Ushahidi platform. Ushahidi is an open source crisis mapping platform that
had been developed and used in many international crises, including the Haiti Earthquake and currently in Libya.

Methodology: Crisis Map Analysis
Using the Spatial Join tool in ArcGIS, I joined the twitter reports from the Japan Crisis Map
between March 11-22 with the Miyagi Districts to depict the number of crisis mapped twitter reports in each district.
For the map of the number of reported casualties in each municipality, I joined the table of the
official reported number of deaths issued by the National Fire and Disaster Management Agency
with Miyagi districts report as of March 31st. Lastly, I analyzed how well the Crisis Map twitter report represented the casualty map, by comparing the difference of the relative number of casualties
per district from the relative number of twitters per district.

Variables Re-classification
Elevation

Slope

Relative
Direction
Coastal
Proximity

Crisis Map Twitter Reports

5m or lower
5-10m
10-15m
15-20m
20 m+
0-2%

Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low
Very High

2-6%
6-13%
13-20%
20%+
0-556m
556-1400m
1400-2404m
2404-3528m
3528m+
East
NE or SE
South or North
NW or SW
West

High
Medium
Low
Very Low
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low
Very High
High
Medium
Low
Very Low

Weights

Municipality Casualties

0.47

Crisis Map
Twitters

0.28

0.19

0.16
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Tsunami Vulnerability
Summary Tsunami Vulnerability
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Zone
% Overlap
The remotely-sensed tsunami inundation zone was represented well with the “Very High” risk zone from the tsunami
Inundation Zone = 170.8 km2
Area
59.4%
vulnerability analysis. It should be noted that the inundation
2
Very
High
Risk
=
287.
5
km
zones are the areas of standing water after the tsunami, so the
full extent of the tsunami damage was most likely more inland
Population Inundation Zone = 35,920 people 48.2%
than the inundation zone extent.
Very High Risk = 111, 641 people
When analyzed with population distribution, I found that
about half of the people in the “Very High Risk Zone” might
have been engulfed by the tsunami. According to the most recent figures as of April 20th, 16,213 people are either dead or missing
so it can be assumed that of the 35,920 people in the inundation zone, about half were able to escape with their lives.
Crisis Map Analysis
When the crisis map, which is based off of twitter reports, is compared directly with the map of the municipality casualties, the
distribution of the crisis map reports seems to well represent the areas of most need. But when the relative distribution of the twitter feeds were compared with the relative distribution of casualties, it becomes clear that the most heavily effected municipalities
like Ishinomaki were largely underrepresented by the twitter feeds. It was expected that the Sendai municipality was overrepresented
because of the large population of Sendai City. A bias that needs to be noted is that this crisis map represents all the twitter reports
including reports advertising free lodging and food, so a betSummary Crisis Map Analysis
ter analysis would take into account all the different types of
Municipality % of total Miyagi Prefecture
%
reports.
Difference
In conclusion, it appears even a tsunami vulnerability
analysis based solely on topographical features was able to deIshinomaki Twitter Reports: 17.8%
-16.9%
termine the areas of highest tsunami risk fairly well. Although
Casualties: 34.7%
the crisis map underrepresented the most damaged areas, this
Sendai
Twitter Reports: 46.4%
40.1%
was expected and crisis mapping will surely continue to
evolve as an effective tool for distributing crucial data in crisis.
Casualties: 6.3%
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